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Abstract 

Iconic environments for querying pictorial data 
bases al/ow to express spatial relationships between the 
objects in the images through appropriate icon posi
tioning. Ali the experiences reporied in the Iiterature 
use 2D icons and the query is direct/y mapped along 
with the symbolic image descriptions. With this ap
proach, spatial relationships between the objects rep
resented in the image could not be reconstructed ex
act/y. Specifical/y, ambiguities arise for the retrieval 
of images of real world scenes with 3D objects. In this 
paper, a visual environment is presented for image re
trieval from a database of real world pictures. The en
vironment differs from the other experiences reported 
in the literature, since the visual query is performed 
taking into account relationships between the objects 
in the scene that is represented in the image, rather 
than between the image subparts. A 3D iconic inter
face with 3D icons allows the user to define a virtual 
scene, which is used to perform the query. Images are 
stored in the database along with the descriptions of 
the 3D scenes they represent. 

1 Introduction 

Retrieval of images from pictorial databases can be 
performed in a natural way on the basis of their con
tents. Basic design issues are related to the way in 
which pictures are represented in the database [1], 
[2], [3], [4] and how the query is performed. Exam
ples of query processing based on content in image 
database applications are reported, among the others, 
in [3], [4], [5]. In [3], and [4], the selection of images is 
performed through spatial predicates that are directly 
mapped with the image data. A different approach 
is proposed in Chang [5], where each image is asso
ciated with a data structure, a 2D string output of 
a 2D spatial analyzer, which preserves the embedded 
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spatial knowledge. 2D strings capture the ordering re
lationships between image subparts along the X- and 
Y-axis [1], [2]. Picture queries can also be specified 
in terms of 2D strings. A visual environment with 
2D icons is used to define the spatial relationships be
tween objects in the requested images. The 2D string 
associated with the iconic reconstruction is matched 
with the 2D strings associated with images. The same 
approach is further developed in [6], where uncertainty 
management is introduced using fuzzy-set techniques. 

Picture representation through symbolic descrip
tions in the Chang's style, provides an effective and 
natural way to construct iconic indexes for pictures. 
Moreover, the proposed approach combines the bene
fits of querying-by-example and of icon-oriented visual 
programming [7]. 

However, while the use of 2D icons to reproduce 
images is effective for images representing 2D objects 
or very thin 3D objects, this could not allo w to exactly 
define spatial relationships in the image for the case of 
images representing real world scenes with 3D objects. 

In this paper, a new 3D iconic environment for the 
retrieval of images of real world scenes from an object
oriented pictorial database, is presented. The envi
ronment differs from the other experiences reported 
in the literature, since the visual query is performed 
taking into consideration the spatial relationships be
tween the objects in the scene that is represented in 
the image, rather than between the image subparts. 
Retrieval is performed by placing 3D icons into a 3D 
virtual space to reproduce the originai real scene. The 
symbolic description of the virtual scene is hence com
pared along with those associated with the images in 
the database. A visuallanguage and its compiler have 
been designed and implemented which support the 
definition and interpretation of the visual query, re
spectively. 

The system is designed according to the object
oriented paradigm and is implemented in C++ on a 
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Figure 1: Image querying through icons: the dimen
sionality of the icons must follow that of the objects 
in the scene represented in the image_ 

PC/ A1' platform. It is interfaced with the Ontos Data 
Base Management System, running on a separate sys
tem in the same LAN. 1'he virtual world visualization 
is obtained by using the Matrox PG-SM-1281 board. 
1'he pointer is a custom-modified manipulation glove. 

2 U sing 2D or 3D Icons 

A basic point in image database querying is that 
of understanding what spatial relationships should be 
associated with images. 

As CL generaI statement, differently from what is 
currently assumed in the literature, we affirm that an 
unambiguous correspondence is established between 
icons and image contents, provided that images are 
described in terms of the originaI scene rather than 
of their subparts, and combinations of icons represent 
virtual scenes rather than virtual images. 1'his leads 
to state that the dimensionality of data structures 
associated with icons must follow the dimensionality 
of the objects in the scene represented in the image 
(Fig.1) . 

For the case of images with 2D scene data, an ex
act correspondence exists between spatial positions of 
icons and positions of objects in the image, when 2D 
icons are used. 1'herefore, a 2D iconic environment is 
able to express the query unambiguously. 

In this same case, the use of 3D icons is not justified 
by the nature of the problem. 
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For the case of images with 3D scene data, a dif
ference exists as to whether image or scene data are 
considered. Relationships between image subparts are 
not the same as those between scene objects, the for
mer being evaluated on the 2D image pIane and the 
latter in the 3D scene space. Generally speaking, a sin
gle combination of 2D icons may correspond to several 
displacements of 3D spatial data, due to the impossi
bility of reproducing the scene depth using 2D icons. 
According to this, queries could not be expressed in 
an exact way and several images in the database could 
exist, corresponding to the scene defined in the virtual 
pIane. 1'hese drawbacks could be somehow overcome 
using icon overlapping to reproduce the missing third 
dimensiono Unfortunately, overlapping can be used 
only for simple scenes since it impacts on the query 
intelligibility. 

If 3D icons are used, a 3D querying environment is 
required. 3D icons are placed in the virtual space to 
reconstruct the scene represented in the image. Spa
tial relationships between 3D icons exactly represent 
spatial relationships between the objects in the scene. 
1'herefore, once the point of view has been set, the 
image representing such a scene can be uniquely iden
tified, provided that the scene description has been 
associated with the image. 

It should be noted that using 3D ieons and their 
spatial relationships compIi es with the typical behav
ior of the user, who expresses the query on the basis of 
the view of the scene he has in his mind, which is 3D. 
1'herefore, in this approach, the user is relieved from 
the burden of performing a translation of his scene 
view into a 2D view, such as that represented in the 
image. 

3 Symbolic Coding of 3D Spatial Re
lationships 

An important point in the definition of a spatial 
syntax is object representation. Different approaches 
to object representation have been proposed. In [2], 
[5], and [8], 2D spatial structures within the image 
were projected along each coordinate axis. Specif
ically, in [2], the centroids of the objects were em
ployed so that their spatial extent was reduced to a 
point. In [5] and [8], minimum enclosing rectangles 
were used to represent spatial structures in the image. 
In our approach, 3D objects in the originaI scene and 
3D icons are represented by the projections along the 
three coordinate axes of their minimum enclosing par
allelepipeds (MEPs). 1'heir spatial relationships are 
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Figure 2: Binary spatial ordering relationships be
tween objects. For the sake of simplicity projections 
of MEPs are depicted with reference to a single axis. 

encoded according to a new 3D syntax. A 2D syn
tax can be immediately derived from this in order to 
represent 2D scenes. 

3.1 Relationships between objects 

For each couple of objects 0 1 , O2 , in the imaged 
scene a 3D spatial relationship is defined through a 
quadruple R, evaluated according to Cartesian coor
dinate system with the X-and Y-axis aligned with the 
corresponding axes of the the camera coordinate sys
tem and the Z-axis tilted by a () angle with respect to 
the camera optical axis in order to lay on the scene 
pIane. 

R = (OPS." OPs_, OPs., OPr) 
where : 

• OPs
k 

is any symbol taken from S = { » ,( ,> , < 
,I>, <J, = , <>, X, K> ,~,)<J, I><}, which defines a 
spatial ordering relationship between two objects 
along the k-direction of the reference Cartesian 
system of coordinates, as shown in Fig.2, where, 
for the sake of simplicity, reference is made only 
to the MEP projections along the X-axis: 

• OPT is any symbol taken from T = { Il, l}, which 
defines a global spatial relationship between two 
objects, being: 

Il the symbol of parallelism 

I the symbol of collinearity 
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tree - house: (( , K> , ( , ) 
house - car : (<> , K> , <> , ) 
tree - car : (( , K> , ( , ) 

Figure 3: Sample image representing a real world 
scene with 3D objects and its description. 

Parallelism and collinearity relationships between 
couples of objects are defined considering parallelism 
and collinearity of the planes passing through the cen
troid of the MEP and parallel to the MEP axis in the 
maximum elongation direction. 

A sample image is shown in Fig.3 with the corre
sponding description of the 3D imaged scene It should 
be noticed that this description is exactly the same 
as that which is perceived by an observer when view
ing the same scene in the real world from the same 
viewpoint. 

4 Jmage Retrieval Through 3D Jeons 

In the following, a 3D iconic environment for query
ing a database of images of real world scenes is pre
sented. 

Images and their descriptions are stored into an 
object-oriented database. Descriptions can be ob
tained automatically through a scene understanding 
task, by using multiple images. However, the scene 



Figure 4: The system user interface. From left to 
right, IES, FS, CI, DC, LOS windows of the Dia-
10gueJnterface. The Query _ Window is in the centrai 
part of the screen. 

understanding system for the derivation of scene re
lationships has not been linked to the present version 
of our system. Therefore, the scene descriptions have 
been defined manually. 

Icons are stored in the database as well. They 
represent categories of objects (categoryjcons) or ob
ject instances (objectjcons). Icons are comprised of a 
graphical form and a text body [7], the latter specify
ing the attributes of the entity represented by the icono 
Icon classes are arranged into an inheritance hierarchy. 
The inheritance hierarchy ean be inspected during the 
icon selection step of the query construction or for the 
definition of new icon classes. 

The visual interfaee of the system is eomprised of 
a Dialoguclnterface, which supports the selection of 
icons from the database and several operating facili
ties, as well as of a Query_ Window, which is used for 
the defìnition and the visualization of the 3D query, 
as shown in Fig.4. To add realism to the user's inter
action, a manipulating g/ove interface was introduced 
to perform visual database queries 

When operations are made in the Query_Window, 
a 3D cursor follows the movements of the human 
operator hand and allows rotation, translation and 
grasping operations. An overview of the visual lan
guage l'or these operations is given in the Appendix 
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Figure 5: Interaction with the system using the ma
nipulating glove. 

with a modified BNF notation.When used in the Di
alogueJnterface, the glove simply operates as a 2D 
pointing device and an arrow eursor is visualized. 

4.1 Operations in the Dialogue_Interface 

The Dialogue_Interfaee section is organized into 
several distinct windows (Fig.4): 

• anlconicEntity-type_Selection (lES) window (in 
the left part of the screen) including 3D icons or
ganized in a list, to be selected for the definition 
of the query. 

• Three Facilities_Selection (FS) windows (in the 
lower part of the sereen), for the change of the 
point of view, the zooming of the scene, and the 
rotation of the hand in the virtual space. 

• a Class-hierarchy_Inspection (CI) window (in the 
lower right part of the screen), where the user can 
search for the desired icon inspecting the database 
icon class-hierarchy. 

• a Database_Command (DC) window, in which 
two buttons for the issue of commands for the 
execution of the query and the display of the icon 
class-hierarchy are presento 



• a LogicOperation_Seleciion (LOS) window (in 
the upper right part of the screen), induding icons 
of logical operators AND, OR, XOR, NOT to be 
used to define complex visual queries. 

4.2 Operations in the Query _window 

Queries on the pictorial database are expressed by 
example. The user can pose the selected icon in any 
pIace of the virtual space to reconstruct the real scene 
represented in the images to be extracted from the 
database. Spatial operators between two icons such 
as Right, Behind, In_IronLol, Above .... are naturally 
defined by the user Iocating the 3D icons at the appro
priate positions in the space. When the icon ofinterest 
is seIected, the text body of the corresponding dass is 
presented to the user for a possible specification of log
ical or numerical constraints on the attributes values, 
in order to restrict the query scope (see Fig.6). In this 
case, the cursor is 2D and the keyboard is enabled. 
Only images in which objects satisfy both spatial and 
logical or numerical constraints are answered. An ex
ampIe ofvisual query is reported in Figs.7-8. In Fig.7, 
several 3D icons corresponding to the objects of inter
est are placed in the virtual space in order to specify 
a query such as: "search ali the images which in
clude a house, a tree behind on the right-hand-side, 
and a vehicle in the lee 01 the house on the left-hand
side".To this end, the icon of a house has been se
lected through the manipulation glove and located on 
the ground icono Then, the tree icon has been selected 
and placed behind on the right-hand-side and the vehi
de icon has been placed on the left-hand-side in the lee 
of the house. Icons positions are evaluated with refer
ence to a fixed Cartesian coordinate system provided 
by the graphic processor. The user can change his 
point of observation of the scene (i.e. the position of a 
virtual camera) during the query construction stage, 
using the point-of-view-change facility of the system. 
Once the position and orientation of the camera are 
chosen, spatial relationships between couples of icons 
are evaluated considering MEP projections with refer
ence to a Cartesian coordinate system with the X-and 
Y-axis aligned with the corresponding axes of the the 
camera coordinate system and the Z-axis tilted by aB 
angle with respect to the camera optical axis in order 
to lay on the pIane of the virtual scene. The image of 
the required scene is presented on the screen after the 
query parsing. 

It folIows that the user can issue a query for an 
image of the same scene from a different point of 
view, simply using the point-of-view-change facility, 
and thus avoiding the rewriting of the query. In Fig.9, 
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Figure 6: The selection of an icon makes the icon text 
body to be presented to the user for the specification 
of attribute values or constraints. 

Figure 7: Definition of a virtual scene by placing se
lected icons in the virtual space of the Query _ Window. 



Figure 8: Query results. 

a different query is issued, by rotating the previous 
virtual scene. From the new viewpoint, the vehicle 
icon is hidden by the house icon, and therefore the 
new query translates in: "se/eci ali the images which 
include a house with a tree in front of the house on the 
left-hand-side" . The query answer (Fig. lO) presents 
two different images. 

Please note that in a single visual query, AND, 
NOT logical operators are naturally defined through 
the presence and absence of icons in the virtual scene, 
respectively. The logical operator AND, OR, XOR, 
NOT can be used to form a more complex query from 
two separate queries. 

5 Conclusions 

A visual environment for the retrieval of images of 
3D real world scenes from an object-oriented database 
has been presented. A picture query is also specified 
as a symbolic sentence. As a different approach from 
what is commonly assumed in the literature, symbolic 
descriptions associated to the images refer to spatial 
relationships in the scene that is represented in the 
image, rather than to the image subparts. With this 
approach, retrieval is performed without any ambigu
ity. Therefore, the visual environment is made up a 
3D virtual scene and 3D icons are used to express the 
query.. The user can pIace icons in the virtual space 
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Figure 9: A new query can be issued simply changing 
the point of view of the scene previously defined. 

Figure 10: Query results. 



to reproduce the spatial relationships between the ob
jects in the imaged scene. This also complies with the 
common behavior of the user who expresses the query 
on the basis of the view of the seene he has in his mind, 
which is actuaIIy 3D. 

A Appendix 

A visual language and its compiler were designed 
and implemented which support database querying. 
The definition of the language for the operations in the 
Query _ Window is reported in the foIIowing through a 
modified BNF notation: 

<query_expression> ::= <single..query> I <complex..query> 
<complex..query> ::= 

<single_query> < boolean> <single..query> I 
<complex..query> <boolean> <single_query> 

<single_query> ::= [NOT] 
( { <icon><icon_unary-spatiaLop> } I 
{ <icon><icon_binary-spatiaLop><icon> }) I 
<Iistjcon> <lisLunary -<l P > I 
<objectjcon><objectjcon_op> 

<boolean> ::= AND I OR I XOR 
<icon> ::= <objecUcon> I <c1assjcon> [<c1assjcon_op>] 
<icon_unary -spatiaLop> ::= <icon_position> I everywhere 
<icon_position> :: = xyz-MEP projections, 

xyz-MEP centroid coordinates, 
max elongation axis angles 

<icon_binary -spatiaLop> ::= {<S-spatiaLop> }3 
<T -spatiaLop> 

<S-spatiaLop> ::= » I ( I > I < I [> I <lI = I 
°IXIK>I(::1I)<JI[>( 

<T -spatiaL.op> ::= 1111 
<c1assjcon_op> ::= {<attribute> <operator><value>} 
<attribute> ::= ATTRIBUTE...FROM «c1ass» 
<operator> ::= <numericoperator> I <symbolicoperator> 
<numeric_operator> ::= = I i= I > I < I >= I <= 
<symbolic-<lperator> ::= EQ I NE I GT I 

LT I GE I LE 
<value> ::= constant 
<lisLunary-<lp> ::= SHOW -LIST I EXTRACT I 

<lisLconstraint> 
<list_constraint> ::= {<single..query>} 
<objecUcon-<lp> ::= SHOW _CLASS-DESCRIPTION 
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